
School Council Meeting Agenda/Minutes

Date:  19.04.2024 - Vyner For the attention of: Mr Chiswell

Meeting Chair :- Mr Hart
Attendees

Bolt
Watson
Rashford
Parks
Newton
Tesla
Anderson
Bright

Is anyone not able to attend the meeting? 

Has everyone seen the minutes from the last meeting? 
Yes The council checked and agreed that the minutes

of the last meeting were correct.
Are these minutes OK? 

All in agreement.

First thing we are going to talk about: 
Attendance Yan - Safeguarding - children to be aware of what

has happened so they feel safe to come to school.
Promote safe, ready respectful so that it is more
visible around school.

Social Media - attendance videos on Dojo to show
how much attendance matters. Student council to
create a video focussed on the importance of
attendance.

Logan - Look into the attendance patterns and
focus on activities to motivate the class to attend
on particular days.

Ethan - reward attendance with trips. Be mindful of
children that are off because they are genuinely ill



as it’s not their fault they are off so they shouldn’t
miss out on a trip. Could we base it on children who
have above national average attendance?

Carter - An online learning platform for those
children that are ill but don’t want to spread their
illness around the school.

Would anybody like to mention anything else? 
Reading culture - reading buddies - have a vote
around school. Library plans to be shared at the
next meeting.

Carter - Could we introduce new lessons such as
Music - if not in the lesson, could this be a social?

Food tech room - can a member of staff look after
it? New utensils and everyone to be reminded to
clean after themselves.

Logan - could we make better use of our outdoor
space? Could we use the space behind Newton?
Gardening social would be good.

TAKE AWAY TASK - discuss reading across school -
how can we make it better?

Date of next meeting? 03.05.2024




